• Simulation study of perovskite solar cells with p-i-n structure in the configuration Cu:NiO x /MAPbX/ZnO/Al.
Abstract Although perovskite solar cells with power conversion efficiencies (PCEs) more than 22% have been realized with expensive organic charge-transporting materials, their stability and high cost remain to be addressed. In this work, the perovskite configuration of MAPbX (MA = CH 3 NH 3 , X = I 3 , Br 3 , or I 2 Br) integrated with stable and low-cost Cu:NiO x hole-transporting material, ZnO electron-transporting material, and Al counter electrode was modeled as a planar PSC and studied theoretically. A solar cell simulation program (wxAMPS), which served as an update of the popular solar cell simulation tool (AMPS: Analysis of Microelectronic and Photonic Structures), was used. The study yielded a detailed understanding of the role of each component in the solar cell and its effect on the photovoltaic parameters as a whole. The bandgap of active materials and operating temperature of the modeled solar cell were shown to influence the solar cell performance in a significant way. Further, the simulation results reveal a strong dependence of photovoltaic parameters on the thickness and defect density of the light-absorbing layers. Under moderate simulation conditions, the MAPbBr 3 and MAPbI 2 Br cells recorded the highest PCEs of 20.58 and 19.08%, respectively, while MAPbI 3 cell gave a value of 16.14%. 
Introduction
Since the emergence of organic-inorganic halide perovskite materials as efficient light harvesters, perovskite solar cells (PSCs) have been widely investigated in terms of their power conversion efficiencies (PCEs). Fundamental studies on perovskite materials [1, 2] , device architectures [3] [4] [5] , fabrication processes [6, 7] , and material engineering [8, 9] have assisted the rapid development of PSCs. Consequently, PCEs greater than 22% have been achieved, as certified by National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) [10] . Presently, the PSC is considered as one of the most promising alternative energy conversion devices in terms of high efficiency and low cost. However, despite the major achievements in scaling efficiency levels in the laboratory ambient, the concern of long-term stability and performance of these solar cells under severe humidity and light illumination conditions as well as the requirement of expensive organic charge-transporting materials (OCTMs) remain critical. In order to achieve high performance and improved stability, several material refinements have been attempted by substituting a mixture of suitable materials in the organic and halide sites (organic site: MA, HC(NH 2 ) 2 ; halide site: I, Br, Cl) [8, 9, [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] . Despite their application in most efficient devices, the expensive OCTMs are limited in use by a tendency to absorb water, difficulty in synthesizing, and inability to manage charge carriers effectively. Use of p-type and ntype inorganic materials would be a long-term solution for constructing stable PSCs more economically [16] [17] [18] [19] . In this context, metal oxide semiconductors are considered chemically stable and highly transparent with tunable energy band levels [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] . They are nontoxic and abundantly available in the earth's crust for universal use as photovoltaic materials. More attractively, thin layers of these materials have been deposited using low-cost techniques such as spin coating, doctor blading, and spray pyrolysis in ambient atmosphere. However, low charge carrier mobility and fill factor (FF) associated with inorganic HTMs, particularly by the use of NiO x and Cu 2 O, are deterrents compared to organic HTMs. Highly efficient planar PSCs incorporated with solution-processed copperdoped NiO x as HTMs have been demonstrated by many researchers [25] [26] [27] . These studies revealed that the high conductivities (of HTM/ETM) obtained by doping or managing the charge carrier collection and valence/conduction band matching with perovskite absorber have a positive impact on PCE [6, 26, 28, 29] . In this work, we engaged a one-dimensional software program (wxAMPS), which is widely used for simulating carrier transport in solid-state devices, to derive continuity and Poisson equations from first principles and to analyze the transport behavior of perovskite device structures. From the simulation output, solar cell parameters such as current-voltage characteristics in the dark and, if desired, under illumination can be obtained. For numerical simulation of PSCs such as the TiO 2 /MAPbI 3 /spiro-OMeTAD/Au, an effective method has been described by Liu et al. [30] , which helps in identifying the optimal operating conditions. In this context, we were inspired by Cu:NiO x as a holetransporting layer (HTL) and ZnO as electron-transporting layer (ETL), which are highly conducting, environmentalfriendly, and economically fabricable materials, together with Al back contact for integrating MAPbI 3 , MAPbI 2 Br, and MAPbBr 3 thin layers to a p-i-n configuration. It was required to understand the role of each component and their combined effect so as to achieve incremental improvement in the photovoltaic characteristics of the PSC thus designed. In this endeavor, a theoretical study was performed to identify the optimal conditions of device operation using the simulation software wxAMPS and by employing intra-band and trap-assisted tunneling models for heterojunction analysis. This study represents the first (in our knowledge) numerical simulation of a PSC based on the perovskite series MAPbX (MA = CH 3 NH 3 , X = I 3 , Br 3 , or I 2 Br) in conjunction with Cu:NiO x (HTL), ZnO (ETL), and Al counter electrode and is aimed at improving the design of PSCs which are highly efficient, stable, and economical to fabricate.
Modeling of Perovskite Solar Cell
In the simulation process, device models were constructed with thin film stacks of glass/FTO/Cu:NiO x /MAPbX/ZnO/Al (MA = CH 3 NH 3 , X = I 3 , Br 3 , or I 2 Br) which are illustrated in Fig. 1a , and the corresponding energy band diagrams are shown in Fig. 1b . The paths of generation and recombination of charge carriers in PSCs are shown in Fig. 1c . The charge generation, separation, and extraction processes shown as steps (1), (2) , and (3), respectively, are dynamic processes that are favorable for high-performance PSCs. In order to manage the charge collection efficiently, these processes should occur at a much faster rate than that of the recombination process (undesirable), which are shown in steps (4)- (6) . For any further optimization and enhancement in photovoltaic parameters, one needs to address the timescale and charge carrier kinetics occurring at different interfaces in PSCs. In this context, three device layouts were created and labeled as devices A, B, and C using MAPbI 3 , MAPbI 2 Br, and MAPbBr 3 active layers, respectively. The AM1.5G solar spectrum was adopted as the illumination source for the simulation. The light reflectance at the top and bottom contacts was set to 0 and 1, respectively. The material parameters used for the simulation are summarized in Table 1 ; these were carefully chosen from earlier experimental reports [14, 23, 31] . Capture cross sections of both electrons and holes were set to 1 9 10 -16 cm 2 which resulted in a carrier diffusion length of * 1 lm in light-absorbing materials. The thicknesses of the active layer were set to 0.4 lm for device A and 0.5 lm for devices B and C, respectively, for efficient charge carrier collection. The possibility of Gaussian states that are either donor-like or acceptor-like and which are located anywhere in the bandgap can be predicted by wxAMPS. The donor-like tail states coming out of the valence band can be modeled in wxAMPS by Eq. 1,
where g d is donor-like tail Gaussian state, E 1 is measured positively from the valence band edge (E v ) upward to the point located at x, E d is the characteristic energy that determines the slope of the tail, and G d0 represents the density of states. Similarly, the acceptor-like tail states coming out of the conduction band can be modeled by Eq. 2,
where g a is acceptor-like tail Gaussian state, E 2 is measured negatively from the conduction band edge (E c ) downward to the same point x, E a is the characteristic energy that determines the slope of the tail, and G a0 represents the density of states. According to Eqs. 1 and 2, the defect energy levels in the simulated thin film materials are located at the center of the bandgap with the Gaussian-type energy distribution (characteristic energy of 0.1 eV). The tail characteristic energy is 0.01 eV with density of band-tail states of 1 9 10 14 cm -3 eV -1 [30, 32, 33] . Since the performance of the solar cell is influenced by bimolecular electron-hole recombination rate, two assumptions have been made to understand the bimolecular recombination rate. In the first assumption, the conduction band electrons are directed to empty states in the valence band, a process known as band-to-band or direct recombination R D (also called intrinsic recombination). In the second assumption, electrons and holes recombine through intermediate gap states known as recombination centers or by a process of extrinsic recombination. The latter is labeled as indirect recombination R I or Shockley-Read- Hall recombination. The total recombination term R(x) in the continuity equation takes into account both these processes as a sum of the two components (Eq. 3).
Additionally, the bimolecular recombination rate simply relies on an overlap of electron and hole wavefunctions, while Auger processes involve transfer of energy and momentum of the recombining electron-hole pair to a third charge carrier. On the other hand, experimental results of THz photoconductivity transients for perovskite materials have been documented [34] which lead to bimolecular and monomolecular charge recombination rates according to Eq. 4,
where n denotes the photoinduced charge carrier density. The first term on the RHS of Eq. 4 represents bimolecular recombination rate of photogenerated carriers, while the second term denotes monomolecular recombination rate. In addition, the recombination dynamics associated with the free charge carrier density (n) could be described by the following differential equation (Eq. 5) [35] ,
where k 3 , k 2 , and k 1 represent the decay constants describing Auger recombination, the bimolecular recombination constant, and the rate for monomolecular processes such as trap-assisted charge recombination, respectively. Applying the above equations, the value of the bimolecular recombination rate was approximated to 1 9 10 -11 cm 3 s -1 in the baseline simulation model as reported for the rates of recombination ranging from 10 -11 to 10 -9 cm 3 s -1 [36, 37] . Further, the interface recombination velocity (S) was evaluated by a numerical approach using the expression given below (Eq. 6).
Here R, int, and m describe the recombination rate within the interface layer, the whole interface layer, and the concentration of holes and electrons, respectively. The values of R and m are estimable from the numerical solution, and the integral of R across the whole interface layer represents the total interface recombination as described in Eq. 3. The surface recombination velocities of electrons and holes at the top and bottom electrodes are estimated from Eq. 6 as 1 9 10 7 cm s -1 . The interface recombination losses in each device configuration could be regulated by introducing two thin interfacial defect layers hypothetically at the HTL/perovskite and ETL/perovskite interfaces [38, 39] as outlined in Table S1 . This approach facilitates performance evaluation of the device as also determines the compatibility between theoretical and experimental data by interface engineering [39] [40] [41] [42] .
Results and Discussions
The motivation to optimize efficiency and durability of PSCs emerged from the need to design a thermally stable perovskite with all-inorganic charge-transporting layers [43] [44] [45] [46] . Using the codified AMPS-1D simulation tool, first-principle calculations were performed to find solutions for continuity and Poisson equations. The software was tweaked to simulate carrier transport in devices with single-and multi-junction formats. This approach allows the researcher to implement optimized structures for microelectronic, photovoltaic, or optoelectronic applications [30, 39, 41, 47] .
The modeling process and results have led to a better understanding of the fabrication process and perovskite material stability. The simulated current-voltage (J-V) characteristic curves of the devices A, B, and C are given in [52] . The enhanced device performance is also credited to low series resistance, efficient carrier transport, and absence of Schottky barrier in the charge carrier materials (HTM and ETM) and electrode interfaces [25, 53, 54] . In the following sections, we will discuss specific factors that influence the device performance, namely film thickness, defect density, operating temperature, and bandgap energy of perovskite materials. There is also evidence that the crystal structure and morphology play an important role in the optimization process and in further improvements of device performance.
Effect of Defect Density
The number of defects in the absorber material is crucial to the device performance. By effectively managing the generation-recombination rate of the photogenerated carriers within the absorber layer, the V oc of the device can be maximized. The simulated J-V curves in Fig. 2b-d illustrate that the defect states present in perovskite films cause a noticeable reduction in V oc , while its effect on J sc is much less discernible; this is in accordance with experimental results related to Br-doped perovskites [46] . A high degree of crystallinity in experimentally formed perovskite layers results in low trap density, thus reducing charge recombination and realizing high V oc values [6, 28] . It was earlier confirmed that the creation of a Br-rich layer within the triiodide perovskite structure enhanced moisture resistance, without sacrificing current density proving that the latter was less susceptible to defect density [55] . However, this resulted in a reduction in V oc . In our study, the V oc of device B (MAPbI 2 Br) and device C (MAPbBr 3 ) are higher than that of device A (MAPbI 3 ) as shown in Fig. 2c-d . These results clearly establish that the relatively larger bandgap of the perovskite, especially in devices B and C (than in device A), has been effective in lowering the charge recombination rate and is responsible for improving charge extraction as depicted in Fig. 2a [6, 14, 28, 46, 56, 57] .
Effect of Active Layer Thickness
The thickness of the photoactive perovskite layer also has a major role in improving the device performance. If the light-absorbing layer is too thin, the number of photons absorbed is small which will, in turn, give rise to low photocurrents; however, if a very thick perovskite layer is used, it results in low charge carrier extraction efficiency, and losses due to charge recombination become significant. Consequently, optimization of the absorber layer thickness assumes much importance in determining carrier generation and spectral response of the solar cells. Figure 3a shows the variation of PCE of the simulated devices as a function of the perovskite layer thickness. When the thickness was increased progressively in the range from 0.1 to 0.8 lm, the highest value of PCE was obtained for thicknesses of 0.4 for device A and 0.5 lm for devices B and C, respectively. The increase in efficiency is attributed to the increased number of electron-hole pairs generated in the photoactive layer. However, a decrease in efficiency at large thicknesses is due to increase in the recombination of charge carriers within the material before they reach the contact electrode. From the simulated results, which are summarized in Table 2 , the thicknesses of 0.4 and 0.5 lm for perovskite layers were deduced as optimum values for achieving the highest PCE. Integrating the perovskite materials with suitable charge-transporting layers such as Cu:NiO x (HTM) and ZnO (ETL), especially in the MAPbI 2 Br configuration, might serve as an effective method to collect charge carriers at low recombination rate using a specific absorber layer thickness(as illustrated in Fig. 2a) . The process of accelerated hole extraction and improved carrier lifetime due to the Br concentration gradient in MAPb(I 1-x Br x ) 3 has been verified by Kim et al. by observing photoluminescence properties in this material [14, 46, 58] . Additionally, the large photocurrents generated in these materials were attributed to the high absorption coefficient of the perovskite layers. We noticed a discrepancy between the simulated and experimental results at large values of thickness beyond the optimized thickness values (0.4 and 0.5 lm) which, we believe, is due to large variations in structure and thickness of the absorber layer in actual devices, which was also reported by Sum and Mathews [59] . Additionally, we found supporting evidence in the reports on planar heterojunction devices that employed higher layer thicknesses in the range of 0.4-0.8 lm for fabricating highly efficient devices. Besides, large carrier diffusion lengths of up to 1 lm have been observed in mixed-halide perovskites which also lends support to the claim that thicker absorber layers can be used [60] . Benefiting from the long carrier diffusion length, perovskite semiconductors possess long carrier diffusion length and a high charge collection efficiency [61] . Therefore, design of a thicker perovskite layer may serve as an effective solution to absorb more photons than that in solution-processed photovoltaic materials [62] [63] [64] [65] . While our simulations have predicted the use of 0.4-and 0.5-lm-thick absorber layers for enhancing the device performance, available experimental data suggest that further increase in thickness may also help to achieve high values of PCE [61, 66, 67] .
Effect of Operating Temperature
The performance of a PSC implicitly depends on its operating temperature. The standard test temperature (300 K) is generally used for performing simulations, but the operating temperatures in actual conditions are much higher. In this study, the simulation models considered the Tables 1, 2 and S1. It is worthwhile to note that high temperature often leads to increased stress and deformation in devices which is likely to create more interfacial defects and cause poor inter-connectivity between the layers. Consequently, a high recombination rate prevails which is accompanied by reduction in carrier diffusion length and increase in series resistance [68, 69] . It has been previously reported that increase in temperature will significantly affect the electron and hole concentration, charge carrier mobility, material bandgap, and also device power conversion efficiency. This is illustrated by our simulation results as shown in Fig. 3b . However, it was found that the decrease in PCE can be controlled to a certain extent by incorporating a homogeneous layer of mixed-halide perovskite (Br-substituted perovskite). Kim et al. [27, 46] fabricated a thermally stable Br-doped perovskite solar cell with PCE of 18.94% under high humid conditions (40 -90%) and retained its efficiency without encapsulation for 28 days. The use of inorganic HTLs and ETLs have established that, by optimizing thermal and chemical stability, improved performance can be realized in PSCs at lower material and processing cost [16, 17, 23, 25, 31, 70, 71] .
Effect of Energy Levels
Incident photon harvesting in a solar cell plays a large role in achieving high photovoltaic performance [72, 73] . Photoactive materials are broadly defined as those capable of responding to light or electromagnetic radiation. The optical absorption can be varied by tuning the bandgap energy of perovskite materials to achieve high device performance [14, 74] . The bandgap of MAPbX 3 is considered to be one of the major factors that influence the magnitude of electronegativity difference between the metal cation and the anion in perovskite materials. An increase in the anion electronegativity is likely to diminish the covalent character of the halogen bond with Pb 2? ion and, consequently, result in an increase in the bandgap energy [14, 75] . Changes in composition with respect to the halide ion such as in MAPbI 3 , MAPbI 2 Br, and MAPbBr 3 are likely to influence the optical properties of the perovskite materials as shown in Fig. S1 . The simulated variation in the photovoltaic parameters obtained by changing the bandgap energy of the absorber material from 1.5 to 2.2 eV under optimized conditions is illustrated in Fig. 3c-d . It is clearly seen that with increasing bandgap energy, V oc also increases in all cases. In a previous study related to the wide-bandgap perovskite (MAPb(I 1-x Br x ) 3 ) solar cell, the results showed an increase in V oc from 1.08 to 1.11 V and improvement of FF from 71 to 74% with thermally stable PCE of 18.94% [46] . The simulation results obtained in this study show an enhancement in FF and J sc which are consistent with the energy band alignment of HTM and ETM with the absorber layer which can be seen in Figs. 1c and 2a , respectively [26] . These improvements have been attributed to increase in bandgap, reduced radiative recombination, and energy band matching [11, 23, 25, 27, 31, 46] .
Conclusion
In summary, the configurationally design of the perovskite solar cell MAPbX (MA = CH 3 NH 3 , X = I 3 , Br 3 , or I 2 Br) was systematically simulated using the simulation software wxAMPS which is an update of the popular solar cell simulation tool (AMPS; Analysis of Microelectronic and Photonic Structures). Various models were constructed with thin film stacks in the format, glass/FTO/Cu:NiO x / MAPbX/ZnO/Al. The shortcomings in each device configuration were overcome by introducing thin defect layers at the interfaces of HTL/absorber layer and ETL/absorber layer hypothetically. The simulated photovoltaic characteristics yielded the highest PCE value of 20.58% for the device C (MAPbBr 3 ), 19.08% for device B (MAPbI 2 Br), and the lowest value of 16.14% for device A (MAPbI 3 ). The simulation results also indicated that thicker perovskite layers realized higher values of PCE in relation to thinner ones due to enhanced photon harvesting. The J-V characteristics provided evidence that the defect states present in perovskite films cause a noticeable reduction in V oc . However, this has very nominal effect on J sc value, particularly for the MAPbI 2 Br perovskite cell. The increase in bandgap energy is responsible for the enhanced photovoltaic parameters such as PCE, FF, J sc , and V oc . These findings are likely to serve as important inputs and guide to the design of new mixed-halide perovskite structures with Cu:NiO x -HTM and ZnO ETM for achieving high stability and low fabrication cost in perovskite solar cells.
